2014: YEAR OF THE ESP

Welcome to our 2014 product preview guide. Inside you’ll find information on our 2014 line of guitars and basses, plus a full listing of every available model. Although both the ESP Original Series and the USA Series are shown in their entirety, the LTD and E-II lines are highlighted by selected models only. For detailed specifications of all products, ESP news, reviews, videos and more, please visit us at espguitars.com.

2014 marks a very important year for ESP. We’ve put together a much wider selection of products to accommodate the needs of more musicians than ever before. At the top is our world-renowned ESP Custom Shop with hand-crafted instruments by the world’s finest luthiers. Our new ESP Original Series consists of a number of brand new designs along with some classic ESP shapes, and represents our premier level of quality production models. For the first time in our history, we’ve also released a USA manufacturing facility to build our new ESP USA Series instruments. Also new for 2014, our ESP E-II Series includes some of the new designs appearing in the ESP Original Series, plus many classic ESP shapes. E-II models are all manufactured in Japan by ESP. Furthermore, we’ve expanded our limited Signature Series and the ever popular, more affordable LTD product offerings.

We’re positive that no matter what your needs may be, there is an ESP that is perfect for you.
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Visit esp guitars.com to see the complete line.

ECLIPSE CTM STBLKSB
- Set Neck Construction
- 24 3/4" Scale
- Mahogany Body
- Quilted Maple Top
- Mahogany Neck
- Ebony Fingerboard
- 42mm Graphite Nut
- Thin U Neck Contour
- Gotoh® Locking Tuners
- Schaller Security Strap Locks
- TonePros T.O.M. Bridge & Tailpiece
- EMG 81 (B) & 60 (N) Active p.u.
- Finish: STBLKSB (See Thru Black Sunburst), RDB (Reindeer Blue)

ECLIPSE CTM RDB
- Set Neck Construction
- 24 3/4" Scale
- Mahogany Body
- Quilted Maple Top
- Mahogany Neck
- Ebony Fingerboard
- 42mm Graphite Nut
- Set-Thru Construction
- 25.5" Scale
- Mahogany Body
- Flamed Maple Top
- Maple Neck
- Ebony Fingerboard
- 42mm Bone Nut
- Thin U Neck Contour
- Gotoh® Locking Tuners
- Schaller Security Strap Locks
- Gotoh® T.O.M. Bridge & Tailpiece
- Seymour Duncan® TB-14 (B) & SH-2 (N) p.u.
- Finish: RDB (Reindeer Blue)

HORIZON CTM STBLKSB
- Set-Thru Construction
- 25.5" Scale
- Mahogany Body
- Flamed Maple Top
- Maple Neck
- Ebony Fingerboard
- 42mm Locking Nut
- Thin U Neck Contour
- Gotoh® Locking Tuners
- Schaller Security Strap Locks
- Floyd Rose® Original Bridge
- Seymour Duncan® TB-14 (B) & SH-2 (N) p.u.
- Finish: STBLKSB (See Thru Black Sunburst), FSB (Faded Sky Blue)

HORIZON CTM FSB
- Thin U Neck Contour
- Gotoh® Locking Tuners
- Schaller Security Strap Locks
- Gotoh® T.O.M. Bridge & Tailpiece
- Seymour Duncan® TB-14 (B) & SH-2 (N) p.u.
- Finish: FSB (Faded Sky Blue)

HORIZON CTM NT AMBS
- Set-Thru Construction
- 25.5" Scale
- Mahogany Body
- Flamed Maple Top
- Maple Neck
- Ebony Fingerboard
- 42mm Locking Nut
- Thin U Neck Contour
- Gotoh® Locking Tuners
- Schaller Security Strap Locks
- Floyd Rose® Original Bridge
- Seymour Duncan® TB-14 (B) & SH-2 (N) p.u.
- Finish: AMBS (Antique Brown Sunburst)
### ESP ORIGINAL SERIES

#### FRX
- Set-Thru Construction
- 25.5" Scale
- Alder Body
- Maple Neck
- Ebony Fingerboard
- 42mm Locking Nut
- Thin U Neck Contour
- Gotoh® Locking Tuners
- Schaller Security Strap Locks
- Floyd Rose® Original Bridge
- Seymour Duncan® TB-6 (B) & SH-1 (N) p.u.
- Finish: BLK, LMS (Liquid Metal Silver)

### MYSTIQUE
- Set-Neck Construction
- 25.5" Scale
- Mahogany Body
- Flamed Maple Top
- Mahogany Neck
- Ebony Fingerboard
- 42mm Bone Nut
- Thin U Neck Contour
- Gotoh® Locking Tuners
- Schaller Security Strap Locks
- Gotoh® T.O.M Bridge & Tailpiece
- Seymour Duncan® SH-4 (B) & APH-1 (N) p.u.
- Finish: MARBL (Marine Blue), STBC (See Thru Black Cherry), TEASB (Tea Sunburst)

### MYSTIQUE CTM
- Set-Neck Construction
- 25.5" Scale
- Mahogany Body
- Maple Neck
- Ebony Fingerboard
- 42mm Locking Nut
- Thin U Neck Contour
- Gotoh® Locking Tuners
- Schaller Security Strap Locks
- Floyd Rose® Original Bridge
- Seymour Duncan® TB-14 (B) & SH-1-100 p.u.
- Finish: BLK

### MYSTIQUE FR
- Set-Neck Construction
- 25.5" Scale
- Mahogany Body
- Maple Top
- Mahogany Neck
- Ebony Fingerboard
- 42mm Locking Nut
- Thin U Neck Contour
- Gotoh® Locking Tuners
- Schaller Security Strap Locks
- Floyd Rose® Original Bridge
- Seymour Duncan® TB-14 (B) & SH-1-100 p.u.
- Finish: BLK

Visit esp guitars.com to see the complete line.
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**STREAM**
- Bolt-On Neck Construction
- 34" Scale
- White Ash Body
- Mahogany/Maple Top
- Maple, Walnut, Padauk Neck
- Rosewood Fingerboard
- 38mm Bone Nut
- Thin U Neck Contour
- Hipshot Tuners
- Schaller Security Strap Locks
- Hipshot Bridge
- EMG 35J (B) & 35P4 (N) Active p.u.
- Finish: BLK, 2TB (2 Tone Burst)

**STREAM CTM**
- Bolt-On Neck Construction
- 34" Scale
- White Ash Body
- Flame Maple Top
- Maple, Walnut, Padauk Neck
- Rosewood Fingerboard
- 38mm Bone Nut
- Thin U Neck Contour
- Hipshot Tuners
- Schaller Security Strap Locks
- Hipshot Bridge
- EMG 35J (B) & 35P4 (N) Active p.u.
- Finish: MARBL (Marine Blue), STBC (See Thru Black Cherry)
2014 marks a huge milestone for ESP with the launch of our first United States factory. Located in North Hollywood CA, our new facility allows us to create instruments that continue ESP’s tradition of excellence in guitar building. The premier quality and craftsmanship that ESP is known for will now be available as 100% made in the USA.

Each guitar will be shipped with a custom form-fit hardshell case. ESP USA Series instruments will be available through a select group of ESP dealers.

### USA ECLIPSE
- Set-Thru Neck Construction
- 24.75” Scale
- Chambered Mahogany Body
- Flamed Maple Top
- Mahogany Neck
- Ebony Fingerboard
- 42mm Bone Nut
- Thin U Neck Contour
- Sperzel TrimLock Tuners
- Schaller Security Strap Locks
- TonePros T.C.H. Bridge & Trapeze
- Seymour Duncan® APH-1 (B & N) p.u

**Available Finishes**
- See Thru Black Cherry
- Tea Sunburst
- Vintage Natural

### USA HORIZON
- Set-Thru Neck Construction
- 25.5” Scale
- Mahogany Body
- Quilted Maple Top
- Maple Neck
- Ebony Fingerboard
- 42mm Graphite Nut
- Thin U Neck Contour
- Sperzel TrimLock Tuners
- Schaller Security Strap Locks
- TonePros T.C.H. Bridge & String Thru Body
- EMG 57 (B) & 66 (N) Active p.u

**Available Finishes**
- Amber Sunburst
- See Thru Aquamarine
- See Thru Black

### USA M-III
- Bolt-On Neck Construction
- 25.5” Scale
- Alder Body
- Flamed Maple Top
- Roasted Maple Neck
- Ebony Fingerboard
- 43mm Locking Nut
- Extra Thin U Neck Contour
- Sperzel Tuners
- Schaller Security Strap Locks
- Floyd Rose® Original Bridge
- Seymour Duncan® Custom Shop ‘78 (B), STK-S4 (M & N) p.u

**Available Finishes**
- See Thru Blue
- Copper Burst
- See Thru Black
It’s your vision, from the body shape, to the feel of the neck, the graphics, the inlays, the hardware, the materials, and more, limited only by your creativity. It can be as simple as making subtle changes to one of our existing ESP models, or as complex as creating a brand new design that exists only in your imagination. With access to the world’s most respected and experienced luthiers, ESP can literally turn your dreams into reality.

The ESP Guitar Company wants to give you everything you need to make personalizing a custom guitar fast and easy. Just visit esp guitars.com and go to the Custom Shop page. You can download the custom order form and choose from every imaginable combination of guitar design options. Then submit the order form to any authorized ESP dealer for a price quote.
I'm glad I made the decision to go with ESP, because they do not let me down. And they make us the best guitars.

ESP is a great company that really gets what it means to be connected to the artist and his passion.

James Hetfield is the vocalist and rhythm guitarist in Metallica, the most successful heavy rock band of all time. Spanning three decades, nine studio albums, and countless world tours, Metallica has spread their unique form of metal to every corner of the globe.

New for this year, the James Hetfield Signature Series Iron Cross is available in Snow White in both ESP and LTD versions. James unveiled the prototype at Metallica’s 30th anniversary concerts in 2013. Its features include a mahogany body, a mahogany neck with cross inlays on an ebony fingerboard, and EMG Het Set active pickups.

Over the past thirty years Kirk Hammett and Metallica have single-handedly changed the face of music, sold more albums than any metal band in history, and continue to inspire new generations of musicians. Kirk’s solos are a crucial part of Metallica’s dominating sound, and he has relied on ESP for more than two decades to make him guitars that meet his every need.

Kirk’s latest signature model is the LTD KH-WZ White Zombie, a reproduction of Kirk’s own guitar featuring artwork from the classic Bela Lugosi horror film of the same name. It features an alder body, maple neck, rosewood fingerboard with bat and spider inlays, a Floyd Rose bridge, and EMG active pickups. Each guitar includes a custom graphic form fitted case from the Tombstone Case Company.

Each guitar includes a custom graphic form fitted case from the Tombstone Case Company.
With versatile precision, guitar virtuoso Alex Skolnick can do it all. From metal to jazz, his superior playing has earned Alex a reputation as one of the most well-versed guitar players in the world; whether he’s dominating stages with thrash metal godfathers Testament, or exploring new musical territories with his namesake jazz trio, Alex continues to amaze crowds around the world with his intense and melodic playing style.

Alex’s first Signature Series models for ESP are the ESP Alex Skolnick and the LTD AS-1. Built to handle Alex’s versatile needs, his model features include set-neck construction at 24.75” scale, mahogany body/maple top, rosewood fingerboard, and high-end components that include Grover tuners, Dunlop Straplocks® and TonePros bridge system. The ESP version comes with the custom wound Seymour Duncan Alex Skolnick set and the LTD includes a JB/’59 combination.

Born and raised in Richmond, Virginia, Will Adler is the rhythm guitarist and songwriter in American metal titans Lamb Of God. Forerunners of the new wave of American heavy metal, L.O.G. have been an international staple in the metal scene for more than a decade. Will is known for his unorthodox playing style, heavy grooving riffs, and use of dissonant chord shapes. His signature guitars are designed to withstand Lamb Of God’s intense performances and accentuate Will’s dominating playing style.

Will’s Signature Warbird guitars get updated finishes for 2014, with the ESP version being offered in a distressed black/gold graphic, and Seymour Duncan Distortion/’59 pickups with custom engraved Warbird pickup covers. The new LTD Warbird SE is available in a navy blue/red graphic. The LTD Warbird SE will have three limited releases of three different colors this year, beginning with Navy Blue.
As the guitarist of California alt-metal gurus Deftones, Stephen Carpenter continues to use his 7-string, 8-string, and baritone scale guitars to create his unique and unmistakable style.

As one of ESP’s first signature artists, George Lynch knows no boundaries when it comes to his playing. His guitars were built with the same attitude, and ESP is proud to offer several different Lynch signature models.

ESP George Lynch Signature guitars now feature Mr. Scary™ “scatter wound” humbucking pickups and Desert Eagle™ hand wound single coils by Arcane Pickups.

Gus G. first received international acclaim for his guitar skills in power metal band Firewind. He was subsequently recruited by Ozzy Osbourne, and continues tour and record with his Signature Series guitars, with their star body design, custom inlays, and Duncan Blackouts on the ESP version.

During the past decade, Alexi Laiho of Children Of Bodom has received a slew of international accolades in recognition of his guitar virtuosity. His ESP and LTD signatures are an extreme V shape, featuring Floyd Rose bridges and EMG-HZ pickups.
As a songwriter and guitarist in thrash metal legends Slayer, Jeff Hanneman helped define heavy music. Jeff inspired generations of musicians, and remains one of the most influential guitarists in heavy metal. ESP is proud to help further his legacy with his line of signature guitars.

Ron Wood remains one of rock and roll’s pioneering guitarists with a sound and style that helped define rock guitar. His signature guitars are now available in both ESP and LTD versions for 2014.

Slayer bassist, songwriter and vocalist Tom Araya’s signature basses embody Slayer’s aggressive and unforgiving sound. All three models are based on the ESP F series design and include active pickups.

Richard Z is the lead guitarist of Germany’s Rammstein. Richard relies on his signature ESP with its unique burnt/distressed finish and EMG pickups, to help create their unique brand of industrial metal in the studio and during their monumental live performances.
**FRANK BELLO**

Anthrax

Frank Bello is the original bassist of New York thrash metal icons Anthrax. With an unmistakable sound and onstage personality, Frank counts on his ESP Signature, a modified Vintage-4 in black satin with black pearl inlays and EMG pickups.

**AVAILABLE MODELS**
- FB-4 Black
- FS-204 Black

**BEN WEINMAN**

The Dillinger Escape Plan

Ben Weinman is a founding member of American mathcore pioneers The Dillinger Escape Plan. Ben’s new LTD Signature Series model offers a neck-through chambered body, a flame maple top, and the innovative EverTune Bridge.

**AVAILABLE MODELS**
- BW-1 FM/ET Black

**KEN SUSI**

Unearth

Ken Susi is a founding member of progressive metal band Unearth. Ken’s new LTD Signature Series model offers a neck-through chambered body, a flame maple top, and the innovative EverTune Bridge.

**AVAILABLE MODELS**
- KS-7 QM/ET Black

**BUZ MCGRATH**

Unearth

Buz McGrath is a founding member of progressive metal band Unearth. Buz’s new LTD Signature Series model offers a neck-through chambered body, a flame maple top, and the innovative EverTune Bridge.

**AVAILABLE MODELS**
- BM-7 SWB

**FRED LECLERCQ**

DragonForce

Fred Leclercq is the lead guitarist of power metal band DragonForce. Fred’s new LTD Signature Series model offers a neck-through chambered body, a flame maple top, and the innovative EverTune Bridge.

**AVAILABLE MODELS**
- FL-204 Red

Visit esp guitars.com to see the complete line.
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**ROB CAGIANNO**
Volbeat

**ANDY JAMES**
Available models: AJ-1 BLX

**MAX CAVALERA**
Available models: Max Cavaleria Ex UC, Max 200 SW

**TOMMY STINSON**
Guns 'N Roses

**MARK HEYLMUN**
Suicide Silence

**DAN KENNY**
Suicide Silence

**MICHAEL WILTON**
Queensryche

**ROB CAGIANNO**
STP

**ANDY JAMES**
AJ-1 BLX

**MAX CAVALERA**
Max Cavaleria Ex UC, Max 200 SW

**TOMMY STINSON**
Suicide Silence

**MARK HEYLMUN**
Suicide Silence

**DAN KENNY**
Suicide Silence

**MICHAEL WILTON**
Queensryche

Visit esp guitars.com to see the complete line.
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**MICHAEL PAGET**
*Bullet for My Valentine*

---

**PANCHO TOMASELLI**
*W.A.C. / Philm*

---

**BEN SAVAGE**
*Whitechapel*

---

**ALEX WADE**
*Whitechapel*

---

**JEFF KENDRICK**
*Devildriver*

---

**MIKE SPREITZER**
*Devildriver*

---

**ZACH HOUSEHOLDER**
*Whitechapel*

---

**GABE CRISP**
*Whitechapel*

---

**» Jk-1**
*dstb*

---

**» Zh-7**
*STbLK*

---

**» Ms-1**
*Msb*

---

**» Gc-4**
*Mb*

---

**AVA AVAILABLE MODELS**

---

**AVA AVAILABLE MODELS**

---

**AVA AVAILABLE MODELS**

---

**AVA AVAILABLE MODELS**

---

**AVA AVAILABLE MODELS**

---

**AVA AVAILABLE MODELS**

---

**AVA AVAILABLE MODELS**

---
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**NERGAL**
BEHEMOTH
AVAILABLE MODELS: HEX-7 EII

**DORIS**
CHTHONIC
AVAILABLE MODELS: E-II DY-5 SSB

**JESSE**
LIU
CHTHONIC
AVAILABLE MODELS: E-II JL-7 SSB

**ELIAS**
VILJANEN
SONATA ARCTICA
AVAILABLE MODELS: E-II EV-7 BLK

AVA I L A B L E  M O D E L S

2014 PREVIEW
An original ESP design, the E-II Horizon is available with assorted woods and finishes, Seymour Duncan and EMG pickups, and 6 and 7-string Original Floyd Rose and string-thru body designs.

ESP’s classic single cutaway design returns, available with EMG and Seymour Duncan pickups, Gotoh locking tuners, TonePros bridges, figured tops and solid colors.

This unique double cutaway design is available with Seymour Duncans in both Original Floyd Rose and string-thru-body configuration.

The HRF 8-string neck-thru-body comes with Seymour Duncan active pickups, an ebony fingerboard and a Hipshot bridge.

ESP’s popular neck-thru body M-shape is available with one or two EMG pickups, and non-tremolo or Original Floyd Rose bridges.

Visit esp guitars.com to see the complete line.
An all new body and headstock design from ESP, the E-II Mystique is available with quilted maple tops in a non-tremolo version, and solid black with an Original Floyd Rose bridge.

A high-performance update on a classic design, the new E-II TE-7 is a 7-string guitar with neck-thru construction, a rosewood fingerboard with 24 frets, Gotoh locking tuners and EMG 81-7 pickups.

Available in two finish and fingerboard choices, the bolt-on, 3 single coil E-II Vintage Plus models also feature Seymour Duncan pickups, a Wilkinson bridge, and Gotoh locking tuners.

The E-II Vintage-4 is a classic bolt-on design, available with maple or rosewood fingerboards, 21 XJ frets, Gotoh tuners, and a Seymour Duncan pickup set.

Visit esp guitars.com to see the complete line.
ESP E-II’s new J-4 and J-5 feature a quilted maple top, a chambered ash body, and a maple neck with maple fingerboard. Features also include a Seymour Duncan pickup set and ESP’s KH-1 active 2-band EQ.

Available in 4 and 5 string, AP-4/5 models are bolt-on basses with Seymour Duncan pickups and active tone circuits, Gotoh tuners and bridges, white ash bodies and rosewood fingerboards.

The E-II Stream is a new and unique ESP design, featuring a white ash body, rosewood fingerboard, Gotoh tuners, and a Hipshot bridge, and ESP active pickups. It is available with a flame maple top or in solid colors.

Frank Frazetta is widely acknowledged as one of the most influential artists in sci-fi/fantasy art and the comic world. The limited-edition graphic series LTD Frazetta Eclipse is based on the artist’s 1995 piece “Beauty and the Beast”, as interpreted for guitar by ESP designer Dave Ruhr.

The LTD Frazetta Eclipse features a 24.75” scale mahogany body and neck, with an ebony fingerboard and 22 XJ frets. It offers ESP Designed ALH-200 active pickups, includes a certificate of authenticity, and will be available in limited quantities.
An entirely new thinline transducer-electric LTD series for 2014, ARC stands for Acoustic Resonant Chamber. Choose from steel string, nylon string, or 12-string models with premier components like Graphtech NuBone-XB nuts and saddles and B-Band pickup technology.

Available Models:
- ARC-6 NAT / BLK
- ARC-6N NAT / BLK
- ARC-12 NAT / BLK

Visit espguitars.com to see the complete line.
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**HYBRID SERIES GUITARS**

**AVAILABLE MODELS**

- » Hybrid-II
- » M-10 KIT / BK
- » M-17 BK
- » M-50 BK
- » M-105FM STBK / STBK / STBK
- » M-103FM STBK
- » M-300FM STBK / STBK
- » M-330R BLK
- » M-1000 STBK / SW

**MH SERIES GUITARS**

**AVAILABLE MODELS**

- » MH-50 BLK
- » MH-53 BLK
- » MH-100QMT STBK / STBK
- » MH-103QM STBK
- » MH-207 BLK
- » MH-327 BLK
- » MH-337 BLK
- » MH-350R STBK / DB / STBK
- » MH-350NT STBK / DB / STBK
- » MH-417 BLK
- » MH-1000FR STBK / STBK
- » MH-1000NT STBK
- » MH-1000ET BLK

**PHOENIX SERIES GUITARS**

**AVAILABLE MODELS**

- » Phoenix-401 STBK

**Visit esp guitars.com to see the complete line.**
**ST SERIES GUITARS**

- ST-203 STR
- ST-213 TB / CAR / SG / GW
- ST-213 ASH NEQ / STB / NAT
- ST-213R BLK
- ST-213 HSB BLK

**TE SERIES GUITARS**

- TE-202 TB
- TE-212 BLK / CAR
- TE-406 BLKS
- TE-407 BLK/S

**V SERIES GUITARS**

- V-50 BLK / SW
- V-300 BLK
- V-307 BLK/S
- V-40FM 3TB / STRBK / STBC

**VIPER SERIES GUITARS**

- VIPER-10 KIT BLK / BCH
- VIPER-50 2TB / SSB
- VIPER-100FM STBLK
- VIPER-256 BLK / STBC
- VIPER-1000 BLK

Visit esp guitars.com to see the complete line.
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AX SERIES BASSES

AVAILABLE MODELS:
- AX-104 BLK

Visit esp guitars.com to see the complete line.

B SERIES BASSES

AVAILABLE MODELS:
- B-15 KIT BLK
- B-15 KIT NLK
- B-50 BLK
- B-55 BLK
- B-104 NS
- B-105 NS
- B-154DX SRF
- B-155DX SRF
- B-204SM NS
- B-204SM-FL NS
- B-205SM NS
- B-205SM-FL NS
- B-206SM NS
- B-206FM STRNLK
- B-4E NS
- B-5E NS

Visit esp guitars.com to see the complete line.

BB SERIES BASSES

AVAILABLE MODELS:
- BB-4 STRM / NS BLK

Visit esp guitars.com to see the complete line.

D SERIES BASSES

AVAILABLE MODELS:
- D-4 NS
- D-5 NS
- D-6 NS

Visit esp guitars.com to see the complete line.
EC SERIES BASSES
AVAILABLE MODELS
» EC-154DX TSB / STBLK
» EC-154DX TSB

EX SERIES BASSES
AVAILABLE MODELS
» J-204 ASH
» J-204 ASH N4T

F SERIES BASSES
AVAILABLE MODELS
» F-104 BLK
» F-155DX DSTP
» F-4E NS
» F-5E NS
» F-415FM STBLK

J SERIES BASSES
AVAILABLE MODELS
» J-204 STB
» J-204 ASH N4T
» J-205 STB
» J-205 ASH N4T

Visit esp guitars.com to see the complete line.

Visit esp guitars.com to see the complete line.
This has been both business and pleasure at its best! It has truly been a wonderful experience working with the entire team here at ESP. They’re pros from the top to the bottom, and I’m very happy to be a part of this family now.

The new RB bass series has been a labor of love, passion, and hard work which has resulted in a very special lineup of new basses for 2014! The product team at ESP worked with bass legend Rocco Prestia (Tower of Power) for over a year to design and build an instrument that would not only become his own personal bass of choice, but one that would offer players unprecedented flexibility in tonal options. RB basses utilize unique features including Aguilar J and P pickups, Aguilar OBP-2 preamps, and gorgeous spalted and burled maple finishes in 4-, 5-, and 6-string versions.

ROCCO PRESTIA
As the bassist for Tower of Power, Rocco Prestia is a world-renowned player whose technique as a master of fingerstyle funk has influenced thousands of musicians. His percussive sound and melodic bass lines are immediately identifiable, and he is held in high regard as one of the founders of modern bass playing.

This has been both business and pleasure at its best! It has truly been a wonderful experience working with the entire team here at ESP. They’re pros from the top to the bottom, and I’m very happy to be a part of this family now.

RB basses utilize unique features including Aguilar J and P pickups, Aguilar OBP-2 preamps, and gorgeous spalted and burled maple finishes in 4-, 5-, and 6-string versions.

ROCCO PRESTIA
As the bassist for Tower of Power, Rocco Prestia is a world-renowned player whose technique as a master of fingerstyle funk has influenced thousands of musicians. His percussive sound and melodic bass lines are immediately identifiable, and he is held in high regard as one of the founders of modern bass playing.
JOE STUMP
JOSH CHILDRESS - THE PLOT IN YOU
KUSIMA AALTO - MOKOMA
MARCO MENDOZA - BLACK STAR RIDERS
MIKE PUCH - SWORN ENEMY
NICO SANTORA - SUICIDAL TENDENCIES
NISHITH HEGDE - ALBATROSS
OLE - KAMPFAR
PAGE HAMILTON - HELMET
PÄR SUNDSTRÖM - SABATON
PAT HEATH
NEAL NAGAOKA
NEIL WESTFALL - A DAY TO REMEMBER
NIBBS CARTER - SAXON
NICK DAVIES
NICK QUIJANO - POWERMAN 5000
MARTEN ANDERSON - LIZZY BORDEN
MATHEW GREYWOLF - POWERWOLF
MIKE LEON - HAVOK
MIKE MARTIN - IWRESTLEDABEARONCE
JUSTIN BERTOLDIE - COLT FORD
KAIKKA - STAM1NA
KAORU - DIR EN GREY
KELLEN MCGREGOR - MEMPHIS MAY FIRE
KRAGEN LUM - HEATHEN
JOEY CONCEPTION
JOEY VERA - ARMORED SAINT / FATES WARNING
JOHN CONTE
JON BAKKER - KAMPFAR
JORDAN BUCKLEY - EVERY TIME I DIE
PATRICK ZARSKE - VARG
ROBERT BLOOMFIELD - MY CHILDREN MY BRIDE
SEAN BEASLEY - DYING FETUS
SLIM - BRING ME THE HORIZON
TED AGUILAR - DEATH ANGEL
TONY ASTA - BATTLECROSS
TONY PERRY - PIERCE THE VEIL
TRAVIS SYKES - GLASS CLOUD
TUOMO SAIKKONEN - MOKOMA
UBBE - VOMITORY
ZOLI FARKAS - EKTOMORF
THOMAS YOUNGBLOOD - KAMELOT
THORSTEN BAUER - LEAVES EYES AND ATROCITY
TIM ROSSI
TOM SEARLE - ARCHITECTS
TOMMY COOPS - BREATHE CAROLINA
SROD ALMENARA
STEVE BROWN - WAR OF AGES
STEVE MICCICHE - EVERY TIME I DIE
STEVEN BRADLEY - IWRESTLEDABEARONCE
STUART ZIFF - WAR
ROCCO PRESTIA - TOWER OF POWER
ROOPE LATVALA - CHILDREN OF BODOM
RYAN TIDWELL - WAR OF AGES
SAMMY DUET - GOATWHORE
SANTTU HÄMÄLÄINEN - MOKOMA
PHIL MANANSALA - OF MICE & MEN
PHIL MONYPENNY - THE REAKTION
PIGGY D - ROB ZOMBIE
R VENKATRAMAN - BHAYANAK MAUT
ROB HOLLIDAY - THE PRODIGY